Sensitivity analysis of an energetic muscle model applied at whole body level in recumbent pedalling.
Musculoskeletal models are used in order to describe and analyse the mechanics of human movement. In order to get a complete evaluation of the human movement, energetic muscle models were developed and were shown to be promising. The aim of this work is to determine the sensitivity of muscle mechanical and energetic model estimates to changes in parameters during recumbent pedalling. Inputs of the model were electromyography and joint angles, collected experimentally on one participant. The sensitivity analysis was performed on muscle-specific tension, physiological cross-sectional area, muscle maximal force, tendon rest length and percentage of fast-twitch fibres using an integrated sensitivity ratio. Soleus, gastrocnemius, vasti, gluteus and medial hamstrings were selected for the analyses. The energetic model was found to be always less sensitive to parameter changes than the mechanical model. Tendon slack length was found to be the most critical parameter for both energetic and mechanical models even if the effect on the energetic output was smaller than on muscle force and joint moments.